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Special Shout out to Vincent Volp, who reminded us the importance of
Veteran’s and the sacrifices they made.

Special thanks to ASL 4, Concert Band, Orchestra, and Choir for their
contribution to the Veteran’s Day Ceremony.



Keeping up with the AFJROTC Program
By Cassie Campbell & Carson Macynski.

On Veteran’s Day, the AFJROTC Program was there to participate in the 2022 Veteran’s
Day Ceremony. They recognized those who died serving our country, along with the veterans
who continue to live their lives in the United States. They were accompanied by the Concert
Band, Orchestra, and Choir who performed the Battle Hymn of the Republic as a whole. The
Concert Band played the US military themes, while the Orchestra performed “Hymn for the
Fallen'' from the film Saving Private Ryan. AFJROTC. Besides attending physical training
sessions and classes during Zero Hour, AFJROTC also had time for some fun.

On October 4th, AFJROTC cadets from Woodbury, Eastridge, and Park High School
saw firsthand their aerospace curriculum in action; as they enjoyed a ride on a Lockheed C-130
Hercules at the Air National Guard base in St. Paul. Cadets had the opportunity to interact with
active guard personnel, talk with the onboard aeromedical crew team, and experience a scenic
two-hour flight to Duluth and back. Cadets could also visit the crew deck and witness flight
through the eyes of a pilot. The weather was great and It was a wonderful day for a flight!  The
AFJROTC program is available to all high school students interested in the military, aerospace,
or just wanting to hone valuable leadership skills.  See your counselor to join!



The Enigma Machine: By Laasya Aki

Enigma Machine | New Atlas

During World War II, both the Allies and Axis powers transmitted encrypted messages,
in case they were intercepted by the enemy. Encryption methods were simple at first,
easy to decipher with just a pen and paper. For example, the Caesar cipher used a shift
mechanism to encode the message. Though, this method of encryption is weak. After
each method of encryption proved to be unsuccessful, another method was created,
designed to be more secure than the previous.

As encrypted messages evolved to be more complicated, ordinary members of the army
couldn’t decrypt messages. Mathematicians and cryptologists were tasked with creating
“unbreakable” ciphers and decrypting encoded messages, but most of these ciphers
proved unsecure.

Then, the enigma machine was created.

The Machine

Created in 1919 by Dutchman Hugo Koch, the Enigma machine looked like a typewriter
and was used for business purposes (3). Later, the Germans adapted the invention to
serve a purpose in the war. The Enigma code was composed of substitutions, similar to

https://newatlas.com/enigma-auction-record/46841/


the Caesar cipher, but more powerful. A Caesar cipher makes use of a key to determine
how many letters in the alphabet each letter in the original message should be shifted
by. If the message is “hello” and the key is 3, the encrypted message would be “khoor.”
But, if the key is available, decrypting the message is simple. Even if the key is
unknown, there are only 26 possible keys, meaning that this method of encryption is
unsecure. The Enigma code mapped a letter to another based on a key, but after each
letter was changed, the key was changed. Every time a letter key was pressed on the
machine, the rotors turned, and the key changed (3).

The machine consisted of rotors, a keyboard, a lamp board, a plugboard (military only),
and internal electronic circuits. When a letter key was pressed, the rotors would spin
and encode one letter as another. Then, the output letter lit up on the lamp board. The
plugboard contained slots where wires could be plugged in, altering the settings of the
machine. The rotors were capable of being interchangeable and oriented in different
ways, which added another level of security. Enigma machine operators received a
notebook every month that contained specific plugboard and rotor settings to use each
day.

This machine’s ciphers proved secure for some time, but they were cracked by the
Allies using logic, math, and a large machine.

Cracking the Code

Alan Turing was a British mathematician and logician who is credited with developing
the first modern computer. Turing was working at Bletchley Park, where top secret
information was being processed and German codes were being deciphered (2). As one
of the best mathematicians in the Park, he was tasked with breaking the Enigma codes.

Modifying the Polish Bomba machine, a device used to break Enigma code prior to the
war, Turing created the British Bombe machine. This apparatus tried to determine the
settings that the Enigma used to encode a message to decipher the code. The Bombe
was basically 36 Enigma machines put together, with different drums to simulate the
rotors on the Enigma. Different configurations were tested until the correct one was
found. The Bombe could break any Enigma code in under 20 minutes, significantly less
time than it took humans to complete the same task.



Conclusion

The Enigma machine is one of the most significant examples of ciphers. Without the
use of encoded messages, enemies can easily intercept them, especially when they
were hand-delivered. Turing’s work with the Bombe machine shortened World War II by
two to four years, securing a win for the Allies. This historical example demonstrates
how important strong encryption is needed to ensure security.
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WHS Royal Theater: Anything Goes Musical Highlights.
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Financial assistance from COP27 is necessary for developing countries to take climate
action

According to a new analysis, developing countries must get $1 trillion annually in external
financing for climate action by 2030 and then match that amount with their own resources. It
claims that the investment is necessary to reduce emissions, increase resilience, deal with
climate change harm, and restore the land.

If we analyze the graph shown
above, we can see major countries,
including the United States,
Canada, and United Kingdom have
contributed less than the
“reasonable amount” of Climate
Finance.

According to Reuters, UN
experts have issued a list of $120
billion in projects that investors may
support to aid 2nd and 3rd world
countries in reducing emissions and
preparing for the effects of global
warming.

Using The United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP27), African nations have
been requesting additional international funding for climate adaptation. Additionally, small island
nations that are experiencing sea level rise and more intense ocean storms have asked oil firms
to contribute a portion of their enormous recent profits to repair the economic harm that has
been done.

U.S. inflation heading down as consumer prices increase less than anticipated

Washington, Nov. 10 - The strongest indications yet that inflation was slowing were shown in the
lower-than-anticipated increase in U.S. consumer prices in October, which allowed the Federal
Reserve to dial back its significant interest rate hikes and lower the annual increase below 8%
for the first time in eight months.

The Labor Department released more data on Thursday that indicated a slight increase
in the number of Americans who filed new unemployment benefit claims last week, indicating
that the labor market is still extremely tight and that the battle against inflation is far from over.



However, the uncommon positive inflation report prompted a Wall Street surge and drove down
U.S. Treasury yields. Against a basket of currencies, the dollar “fell”.
China's trade declines as COVID restrictions and the global slump shock demand

Beijing, November 7 - The first concurrent decline in China's exports and imports since May
2020 occurred in October as a result of an unfavorable confluence of domestic COVID
restrictions and risks associated with a potential global recession, which further dimmed the
outlook for the country's already precarious economy.

The dismal report emphasizes the difficulty facing Chinese officials as they continue to
implement pandemic prevention measures while attempting to balance widespread pressure
from increasing prices, sweeping hikes in global interest rates, and a global slowdown.

Official statistics released on Monday revealed that outbound shipments decreased by
0.3% in October compared to a year earlier, which was a dramatic decline after a 5.7% growth
in September and well below experts' projections of a 4.3% increase. Since May 2020, it was
the lowest performance.

Overall, the data indicate that demand is still brittle, and analysts predict further doom for
exporters in the upcoming quarters, adding to the pressure on the nation's manufacturing
industry and the world's second-largest economy, which is already struggling with COVID-19
curbs that have persisted for a long time and persistent real estate fragility.

On Monday, the Yuan weakened 0.4% from a more than one-week high against the
dollar set in the previous session as sentiment was dampened by the disappointing trade
statistics and Beijing's commitment to maintaining its stringent zero-COVID policy.

Mcdonald's: Poem by Alexis Casner

Fluorescent logos
In the sky;
Beckoning
To come inside;
Neon menus
Overhead
Ketchup Stations;
Cherry red
Soda fountains;
Drip and spray
Onto your
Thin, patterned tray;

Greasy chicken
Salty fries;
Sticky splatters
Crusted, dried;
Plastic booths
Crammed like sardines;
Napkins that don’t
Really clean;
Laughing children
Tired workers;
Won’t you come in
And have a burger?




